Design Technology
PLP
(Personalised Learning Project)
Year 9

Topic: British Architecture

Your Name and Form
__________________________

Deadline Date:
PATHFINDER
Beginning with P in the green box, follow a continuous path to find 22 gardening tasks. The trail passes through each and every letter once, and may twist up, down or sideways, but never diagonally.

BEN BIG
FLAG
MUSIC
QUEEN
ROCK
ROYAL
UNION JACK
Famous Buildings

Can you unscramble the following words linked to Great British Buildings?

TB REOWT
NOLDON
BGI NBE
TWREO DRBIEG
HGEKRIN
Select words to describe this famous Birmingham building

Keywords
Curve
Disks
Circles
Shape
Space
Can you draw Selfridges or create your own space age building design?
The Gherkin is a famous building part of London's skyline. Its famous shape is recognisable from a long way a away. As part of an advertising campaign, London Zoo created this usual design using the Gherkin and a penguin to promote their Zoo.
Task
Using your imagination and design skills can you turn the Gherkin into another object, animal or thing?
This is a famous image of King Kong climbing the Empire State Building in New York.

Your task is to select one of the famous London buildings below and create your own King Kong style image. You don’t have to use a giant Gorilla, this could be an Alien or something else. Have fun!
King Kong attacks London!
How did you get on with your homework?

[Thumbs Down] [Thumbs Neutral] [Thumbs Up]

With Support | Little Support | No Support

Two Stars and a Wish...

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

For teacher to fill in.

Parent / Carer: (Optional comment box)
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